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While some luxury goods categories and retail channels may be less negatively affected than others, the COVID-19
coronavirus pandemic has delivered an unprecedented shock to the entire business.

Many consumers, particularly the aspirational, may not be able to justify buying personal luxury goods such as
leather goods, fashion, watches and jewelry as some see no reason to use them in the foreseeable future, per a
Euromonitor assessment.

"In the short-term, we at Euromonitor International believe that luxury will actually be one of the worst-hit industries
across all key consumer markets," said Fflur Roberts, London-based head of luxury goods at market researcher
Euromonitor.

"That said, we expect it to bounce back relatively quickly, at least in the medium term," she said. "This will be
especially in the case of personal leather goods and luxury fashion We already see signs of that taking place in
China."

Tourism is key
Ms. Roberts expects 2020 to be a year of global recession. She anticipates some categories such as automotive and
travel to "take longer to return to real growth."

Indeed, travel will be affected through 2021 with a direct impact on luxury as the business relies so heavily on
tourism and wealthy international shoppers. A lot depends on China.

The Chinese are the biggest single international spenders in the world and make up over a quarter of all tourist
spending on personal luxury goods, per Euromonitor.

"As long as tourism flows are down, we will likely see a long term lull in global sales," Euromonitor said.

Here is the 16-minute Euromonitor podcast with Fflur Roberts, head of luxury goods at the company:
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1. How luxury transformed from opulence to populace, and what it means for brands
2. 12-step pre-recovery checklist for CEOs
3. Coronavirus impact on marketing budgets
4. Simone Gibertoni on Clinique La Prairie: "We want to be part of a customer’s life journey"
5. Beauty marketer Leonard A. Lauder to spill it all in upcoming autobiography
6. US advertiser lobby ANA drafts media buyer’s guide for picking data providers
7. What to look for when buying your first luxury watch
8 . Three reasons why Google's Android is succeeding
9. Book excerpt: Rethinking Prestige Branding: Secrets of the Ueber-Brands

10. Using celebrities as luxury brand ambassadors – for better or worse
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